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Christopher Collier is a PhD candidate in the School of
Philosophy and Art History, University of Essex. His research
examines why the notion of psychogeography re-emerges as a
cultural phenomenon in the late 20th century and particularly,
how this ‘new-wave’ of psychogeography relates to contemporaneous activist practices, including its changing potential for
criticality in a transforming context. He has several articles on
the topic in print and forthcoming, in books and journals, both
in the UK and internationally. He also occasionally writes for a
number of other art and cultural publications.
Stephen Connolly’s work is a practice of cine-assemblage:
texts, politics, places and history are brought together in an
investigation of cinema and representation. His films have
been widely shown internationally since 2002. Currently he is
a PhD candidate at the University of Kent.
Nicolas Hausdorf (Goldsmiths University of London). Currently works as a researcher in Berlin political circuits, writes
for the German edition of Vice magazine and runs the site
www.hplus-corp.com along with Alexander Goller.
John Jordan merges the imagination of art and the radical engagement of activism, creating new forms of resistance rather
than representations of politics. “A magician of rebellion” is
how French newspaper Liberation described him, whilst the
British Government uses the label: “Domestic Extremist”. He
prefers what Scotland yard said when trying to persuade an
arts manager to cancel a show she had booked by the Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination, (the collective he now
facilitates with Isabelle Fremeaux): “This” the police said “is not
a normal travelling theatre company.” Infamous for launching a
rebel raft regatta to shut down a coal-fired power station, turn-
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ing bikes into machines of disobedience during the Copenhagen climate summit and being censored by the BP sponsored
Tate gallery, The Labofii is now setting up a commune, farm
and school for creative resistance in Brittany.
Co-director of social art group Platform (1987-1995) he went
on to co-found Reclaim the Streets (1995-2000). Senior lecturer
in fine art at Sheffield Hallam University (1994 – 2003), he
abandoned academia to work on the film The Take with Naomi
Klein. In 2004 he co-founded the Clandestine Insurgent Rebel
Clown Army, which became a global protest meme from which
he soon went AWOL.
He is the co-author of We Are Everywhere: the irresistible rise of
global anti-capitalism (2003, Verso), A Users Guide to Demanding the Impossible (Autonomedia, 2010) and the film-book, Les
Sentiers de l’Utopies, (2011, La découverte).
Nina Power teaches Philosophy at the University of Roehampton and Critical Writing in Art & Design at the Royal
College of Art. She has written widely on European philosophy and politics, especially protest and policing.
Theodore Price is an artist, curator and writer whose work
covers a diverse set of mediums. Placing his practice at the
intersection between aesthetics and politics, Theo’s work is interested in political representations of power through aesthetics and performance.
Jenny Richards‘ research, writing and projects focus on the
politics of collaborative practices. She has developed a number
of projects and texts which through this frame address issues
of labour, the commons and gender, including: Manual Labours
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a collaborative research project with Sophie Hope, Improvised
a project and publication with Goldsmiths University, and
We Build Families: The aesthetics of Domestic Labour - Critical
Cities Vol. 4 - a text written with Marrissa Begonia and Louise
Shelley on the work of ‘Justice for Domestic Workers’. In 2012
Jenny completed an MA in Art and Politics from Goldsmiths
University. Prior to this she worked as Gallery Manager of the
artist-run cooperative, Cubitt Gallery, and was Programme
Manager of the Collective Gallery in Edinburgh, working with
artists and audiences on long-term projects of mutual interest including Jesse Jones (Against the Realm of the Absolute),
Tessa Lynch (Alexandrite) and Aleksandra Mir (The How Not
to Cookbook). Current work includes a post-graduate research
project with Curatorlab, Konstfack, Stockholm.
Samuel Stevens is an artist and writer based in London and
visiting lecturer in Media and Fine Art at the University of
Westminster. Stevens has exhibited work and screened films
internationally and his commissioners include Film London
Artists’ Moving Image Network and the AHRC. Stevens was
awarded the Jury Prize for Best False Fiction by Ann Arbor
Film Festival in 2010. Publications of the artist’s work include
When I Sit Down To Write (2010), Three Films On Language,
Integration/Internationalism/Nationalism (2011) and Eight
Metaphors, (ed. Leaver-Yap, 2011).
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COBRA
COBRA is the British Government’s emergency response
committee set up to respond to a national or regional crisis.
Standing for Cabinet Office Briefing Room A, the COBRA
Committee comes together in moments of perceived crisis
under the chairmanship of either the Prime Minister or the
Home Secretary. At COBRA meetings, decisions and a possible response, sometimes simply a press conference, are made
under real or imagined conditions of emergency and/or crisis. *
The committee can evoke emergency powers such as suspending Parliament or restricting movement. Such emergency
-based responses have ranged from tackling Ash Dieback
disease to the deployment of military hardware on civilian
rooftops during the London Olympics.
Emergency and crisis-based politics are becoming increasingly
common as modes of contemporary governance in an age of
hyped terrorism and economic and environmental crises.

* As far as we are able to clarify, COBRA has been meeting
since 1984 and has met in recent years in response to:
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2007

Car bomb explodes at Glasgow airport.

2007

Two car bombs found near Tiger Tiger
nightclub, London.

2007

Foot and Mouth outbreak.

2009

15 British Naval Crew are captured in Iranian
territorial waters.

2010

Eyjafjallajokull Volcano eruption in Iceland.

2010

Discovery of bombs in ink cartridges on UPS
airplanes bound for the U.S.

2011

No-fly zone over Libya.

2011

Summer riots in London.

2012

London Olympics.

2012

Ash Tree Dieback disease.

2013

British and international hostages held in
Tiguentourine gas plant in Algeria.

2013

Lee Rigby killed in Woolwich, south London.

2013

British hostages held in Westgate shopping
Centre, Nairobi, Kenya.

2013/2014

Mass floods and tidal surges across United
Kingdom.

2014

Seven ‘suspect packages’ sent to Army
Recruitment offices in United Kingdom.
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COBRA RES
COBRA RES offers a mirror up to the official COBRA as a
way of producing different information, new perspectives and
alternative narratives, while existing in a mimetic relationship to the emergency Committee itself and the situation it is
responding to. COBRA RES aims to re-frame the response
from an aesthetic perspective, while operating as an activearchive that follows, traces and maps the constantly changing
tide of emergency politics.
COBRA RES is a collective of artists and writers who aim
to ask critical questions of COBRA through a series of creative responses. Reflecting and mimicking the structure of the
COBRA Committee, the artists, writers and filmmakers are
chosen for their relevance to the given context of the COBRA
meeting. The artists and writers are given nine days from the
initial COBRA meeting in which to respond to either COBRA or the context it is meeting under. For the process to
work, it is important that pressure is applied to the artists and
writers so as prevent too much consideration, with limited
facts available, in an attempt to re-create a parallel action of
response.

Since the start of the project in January 2013, COBRA and
COBRA RES have met five times:
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COBRA 1.0 Our first response was an exhibition after
COBRA had met when hostages had been held
in the Tiguentourine gas plant in Algeria.
COBRA 1.1 The second response was a book of artistic and
written responses to the COBRA meeting
following the killing of soldier Lee Rigby in
Woolwich, south London.
COBRA 1.2 Responding to the situation in Nairobi shopping centre, secret postal responses were submitted to COBRA RES by a selection of artists.
The work will not be viewed or opened until the
final COBRA RES exhibition in 2018.
COBRA 1.3 DVD of artist films with accompanying book of
texts, which responded to the extensive flooding
to hit large parts of the United Kingdom.

COBRA RES will continue responding to COBRA over the
next four years until 2018.
For more information see: www.cobra-res.info
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Curator’s note
Theodore Price, 2014
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In the course of a conversation with Samuel Stevens (Pamphleteer Films) about the increased use of moving image
during emergency events, by not only the state but increasingly by ‘citizen journalists’, it was decided upon to collaborate
and make the next COBRA response through moving image
and text. All the different unofficial frames, i.e. camera phone
footage, YouTube videos uploaded from inaccessible areas
and surveillance footage viewed as an unquestionably truthful
depiction of events, converge to create a narrative alongside
emergency events, offering an alternative viewpoint that presents new points of reference into the rhetoric of emergency
and its media companion. Like YouTube and camera phone
footage, the films and text presented here operate outside the
normal confines of official political media presentations and
the usual aesthetic quality it presents. This type of mediaspecific collaboration will continue to be explored by COBRA
RES depending on the type of future emergencies that trigger
COBRA meetings.
The dominant pattern, over the last year, has proven that
‘Islamic related’ terrorism is the driving narrative of emergency
politics within Britain. Yet with the recent COBRA meetings,
more held in two months than the last five years combined, a
tipping point in the direction of Climate Change may now be
emerging.
There were two waves of material submitted for COBRA 1.3.
Thus the DVD and publication contain a mixture of responses
from within the whole two-month long ‘emergency’.
The first COBRA meeting was held on the 6th December
2013. Following that first meeting, COBRA RES invited a
broad spectrum of individuals to respond, with a deadline for
21st December 2013 – the works submitted at this first dead-
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line included films by Stephen Connolly, Margret Dickinson,
John Jordan, Samuel Stevens and Theodore Price.
As the flooding water advanced and the storms affected ever
larger areas of the United Kingdom, with the COBRA committee meetings continuing into February 2014 and totalling
over thirty, a second round of COBRA RES submissions was
announced. All subsequent work was produced by 7th February 2014.
All the films and text were made in direct response to the COBRA meetings, except the text by John Jordan and the films of
Adam Chodzko, Alison Ballard, Stevie Deas and Rose Butler
who all submitted previously made work as their response.
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Foreword

Theodore Price and Samuel Stevens, 2014
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Like the perfect ambush, the recent storms deployed the element of surprise to capture part of the British Isles. Under the
cover of electrical black outs, the tide swept inland, reclaiming territory and imposing a near state of emergency. Large
parts of England became literally a no-man’s-land divided by
sewage-infested water into a patchwork of archipelagos. Separating towns and villages, while setting up new boarders traversing old geographical lines, Nature advanced into strategic
positions inland and along the coast. The COBRA committee
convened and the military were called in, but it was too late.
The ‘shock and awe’ had been too powerful, the occupation had
taken hold. This was an uprising of Nature, the worst seen in
Britain since records began. However, the difference between
this event and the many historical military incursions into the
territory was that there was no tangible enemy, no opposing
political entity, no ideological adversary.
The storms and floods of winter 2013-14 appeared as a nonhuman force from beyond the social. This raised a pertinent
question both for the COBRA committee in Whitehall and
the artists invited to respond here; how could this ecological
event be considered politically? With the lack of any viable
political opposition, the distinction between friend and enemy
seems redundant. Although the enemy in the ‘war on terror’
is purposefully oblique this modern political crusade could
not exist without one. The same rhetoric cannot, however, be
described as a war on weather. How we respond to this new
ecological ‘emergency’ and what terms we ascribe to it must,
therefore, be carefully considered. Without wishing to undermine the impact of this event on the communities affected,
this lack of opposition may, in part, be the reason for the sheer
number of times the COBRA committee convened and consequently why all political factions deliberated in their responses.
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Similarly, of the filmmakers we invited to contribute to this
publication a sizable proportion declined, expressing difficulty
in conceiving of an appropriate response to an ecological event.
In some cases it was lamented that, had it been a response to
‘state violence, terrorism, patriarchy…’ the task would not have
presented such a problem.
Natural disasters are an increasing occurrence in the postindustrialised West and when they strike it is as humbling
as it is devastating. With the lack of a human adversary ‘we’
are faced with ourselves alone. However, in the case of global
politics, this truth is not considered universal. The industrialised nations are held to account as the cause of climate change
as well as being subject to its effects. We, in the West particularly, are as much a force behind these storms as we are subject
to Nature herself. When the storm breaks on our shores we
may only turn to ourselves to look for an opponent. As this
increasingly becomes the case, we will be less able to define
our politics by their negation in the ideals of our opponents.
Instead we may find them described in the actions made as a
collaborative response to such events.
The news media and political elite collude to stage pseudoevents to produce PR images. These media images, the antithesis of the moving image and textual responses collected here,
may contain hollow promises, but the sentiment of mutual
collaboration may also harbour the truth; that an organised
and collective response is the only way to have an effect on
the situation. The public response required to overcome such
events like climate change has been likened to the national
mobilisation seen in this country during the Second World
War. The collective action of society in the face of its adversary,
though not without unquantifiable loss and suffering, produced
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a more proactive engagement. As artists and writers have
historically observed and documented the effects of war on the
civilian population, this publication brings together the very
first artistic responses to the recent storms and flooding.
For many people these events have ruptured a belief in the
state and its ability to deal with current and future events of a
similar nature. The status quo has been breached.
For many war artists the horror of conflict has been too shocking to respond in any immediate sense other than to document
the moment and collect initial thoughts. Such observations
are then digested and reformed into ‘complete’ works within
the safe confines and sanctuary of the studio. Art’s response to
the trauma of environmental changes presents similar difficulties. The sketches and experiences reflected upon, with time
and hindsight, thus stand outside the realities they originated
in. The films and texts presented here, deprived of the reflective distancing privileged by time, may be seen as a series of
gestures, outlines and ideas, caught between these two critical stages of initial response and considered reflection on the
original event.
There exists a potential for art to extend the frame of emergency politics to offer reflection beyond the immediate political rhetoric. This is a convenient and tempting model for
art’s response to the depiction of current realities by the news
media. In offering consideration on this rhetoric, art risks
becoming complicit with the bias of media coverage itself, by
reifying the ‘rationality’ and ‘balance’ imposed on the situation
or by becoming an extension of media’s formal visual language.
Art is complicit in conditioning our understanding of reality
as an ideologically structured form of knowledge. Whether
directly relating to a landscape transformed by an ecological
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event, or portraying Mr and Mrs Andrews relaxing on their
country estate, art remains a response to a subjective and thus
a political, reality. Put simply, art cannot retreat into a depoliticised bunker whether it depicts scenes of natural devastation or
a picturesque landscape of seemingly orderly serenity.
Here resides a subtle difference within notions of politics or
the political. To say that all art is political is too broad a statement, leaving no room for the complexities in the numerous
direct approaches of art towards politics. What can be said
is that the work gathered in this publication, positions itself
within direct correlation with the political, by contrasting,
satirising or questioning the official line.
During times of emergency, the state uses the standard media tools at its disposal to present a unified clarity of action
and response. This presentation mimics the tone and posture
of all emergencies, whether the invasion of Iraq or Ash Die
Back epidemic. The performance and language is always the
same and in turn the public’s response is often similar. When
emergency strikes we are thus caught in a call and response
scenario. Both sides of the screen, parliamentary and public,
slip into a pre-defined role when our politicians inform us that
they are ‘doing everything in our power to resolve the situation’
and we, the public, receive such information unquestionably.
In these moments, art can ask questions of the definition of
those positions. It does not offer answers or clarity but instead
aims to disrupt the aesthetic presentation of emergency politics
and its reception.
As the state attempts to monopolise the narrative, the films
and text presented here begin to create new territories beyond,
for now, the control of the dominant parties. In this way it
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is our hope that these works offer small life rafts within the
deluge of political representation, not offering sanctuary or a
predefined course, but rather a temporary viewing platform
until firmer ground can be found.
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Images of Emergency
Nina Power, 2014
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If you are the state, the context is all yours, it belongs to you.
Police ‘witnesses’, whose eyes are more precious than rubies
and which only ever see the good and the true stand up for
hours intoning the same phrases: ‘It was the worst violence
I’ve ever seen’, ‘I was afraid for my life!’, ‘We were surrounded’.
The crowd and the mob who cannot be prosecuted en masse
but whose spectral terror can be invoked to taint the individual
in the box, as if they carry the weight of numbers upon their
shoulders, are everywhere, threatening to invade the courtroom
at any moment to carry the jury off in a maelstrom of irrationality, a cloud of collective lunacy. The news reports, that the
police themselves already framed, are replayed in court to prove
that things happened in exactly the way they were always going to say it did. The cynicism of the commander who says on
the recording of the helicopter footage ‘I really do fear for their
lives’, knowing full well that he is storing up ‘proof ’ for later
trials….
If those being prosecuted do not get to invoke context, nor
control the narrative, neither do they get to control time. The
state has all the time in the world. You do not. It is infinite and
you are mortal. Your life is on hold as you await trial and possible imprisonment. Family members die before they get even
the merely hint of a verdict regarding the death of a loved one.
An emergency or a crisis is something that happens to you, but
it is not the same emergency as the one that gets reported or
the one that sees government ministers huddle together trying
to formulate a response. The daily emergency that is impoverished or brutalised existence is never described as such, because
even the notion of emergency does not belong to those for
whom it is the ongoing fabric of their lives. An ‘emergency’ is
one in which the state is supposedly under attack – even if the
violence or threat involved is far less than that experienced by
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a far larger and much more real number all the time. The very
idea, the very definition of emergency as event, as opposed to
permanent and structuring condition, is not ours to determine.
The crisis that is the everyday gets no special meeting.
The state controls not only the images of emergency and the
narrative that enfolds them, even as we watch and see a permanent mismatch between words and image (‘but the police are
attacking them!’), it also gets to order the relationship between
time and those flashes within time that rise up, those states
of ‘emergency’. They get to generate them too, especially if a
smaller narrative can be used to make sense of a larger one:
force a protest to ‘turn violent’, open the courts for 24-hours
a day to process rioters and demonstrate that ‘justice is being
done’, and declare that the state is under threat from ‘domestic
extremists’. In these times of heightened security, it is imperative
that the state knows who the enemy is, or at least how to construct it, even if you are not clear who it is or even if there is
one. What ‘happens’ happens to you, but never in the way they
say it did: it passes through you and you are made into a puppet or a ghost, a warning to others. To exit the state’s definition
of emergency would be to destroy the state itself, and to create
a new kind of ‘emergency’ that would highlight all at once the
devastation wrought by the emergency that is all around us, the
one we are supposed to believe is nothing other than business
as usual.
The one argument it is impossible to make in court, but the
one that pushes itself forward constantly is the one that says:
‘But we had a right to be angry! Did you see what they were
doing to us? Did you expect us to just stand there and take
it?’ All you can say is ‘it wasn’t me’, ‘I didn’t do it’ or ‘I didn’t
mean it like that’. I am not the individual to whom this charge
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relates, but I am reduced to my individuality on the stand: I
cannot invoke the cause, however just, and I cannot rely on
the crowd because you have plucked me from it. If you are
a defendant, there is no context, only your actions and your
future, swaying in the balance. Any attempt to talk about why
you were there, or what the police did to you will be deemed
irrelevant: it is the facts that matter, always damn facts, because
something ‘happened’ and you do not get to control the narrative.
From out of the monotony, suddenly something ‘happens’, and
the scramble for facts begins. A protest takes place, let’s say,
and the police, as always, are there and they start to get rough:
pushing, shoving, smacking shields against faces, batons out,
people get hurt, cameras start flashing - perhaps a shot like
the one of a masked kid kicking in the glass at Millbank will
turn up, or someone will chuck a bottle. News reports will talk
about ‘violence’ in a way that both alarms and obfuscates - who
caused it? Who got hurt? What were people protesting about
anyway? The battle for control of the narrative - of ‘what happened’ - begins. It is, like most wars, asymmetrical, with one
side able to marshal vast resources (this year the Met police
will spend around £5.4 million on its ‘media and communication’) and the other possessing nothing. It is a battle played out
across the field of its own reproduction: the expensive cameras
that film the protesters are mirrored by the camera-phones
held up by the crowd, each trying to capture something slightly
different: on the one hand, a story, possibly even the lead on
tonight’s news, on the other, a record of what ‘really happened’,
the other story that won’t ever make the news, but might just
stop someone from going to prison.
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The use of film in the Westminster student protests of late
2010, and the more recent Cops Off Campus demos that took
place in late 2013 and 2014 in Bloomsbury provide a salutary
lesson in this framing of events, on the question of who gets
to call an event an emergency, who gets to decide what the
context is, or if there even is one. The rise of citizen journalism
has made it possible to communicate, often in real time, what
is ‘happening’ and where: but it has also made the question
of surveillance an urgent matter for protesters. In the dozens
of trials following the student protests of 2010, footage from
YouTube, alongside that from the many CCTV cameras and
police observers on the ground, was used repeatedly in evidence against protesters. While people generally know well
enough not to put up footage that might incriminate individuals, what emerged was how the police and Crown Prosecution
Service have the resources to trawl through hours and hours of
footage uploaded by well-meaning fellow protesters: footage
of the accused simply wondering around was used to pinpoint
clothes, location, making montages of supposed intention and
latent violence. Every frame starts to look guilty, every wellintentioned clip a resource for the other side.
It is no surprise that the visual field becomes the site of contestation when police violence is involved. When the families of
those killed by the police in custody call for justice, they know
from bitter experience that it is not bourgeois law that will
provide it: the death itself is shrouded in mystery and coverup, investigations are lengthy and deliberately inconclusive:
the chance of a prosecution against officers approaches zero.
There is no transparency, no answers, only silence, bureaucracy
and defeat. When families of those killed call for CCTV in
the back of police cars, or for officers to wear cameras as part
of their kit, or for footage in stations to be made available, they
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are competing on the only ground that remains available, the
ground upon which the police themselves attempt to control
the narrative: the visual field. The battle here is once again
between the idea that something has ‘happened’ or, in these
cases, as the police would prefer, that ‘nothing has happened,
there’s nothing to see here’. But families don’t forget – how
could they? The omnipresence of CCTV, the way in which
police and courts rely on it constantly to put people in prison
means that the call for the image to be set free cannot be
ignored without a fundamental truth being admitted: the visual
field is obscured precisely to the extent that power wants it hidden.
It doesn’t matter how easy it would be to fit cameras in police
cars, or in stations, or on kit, it doesn’t matter how much everyone else ‘signs’ a contract to be surveilled that doesn’t exist –
even the images you make do not belong to you. You will never
know if the footage you shot will be used to prosecute the very
people you protested alongside. The police ‘super-spotters’ who
claim to be able to identify protesters by their eyes alone are
the direct inverse of the imageless vacuum that greets those
who try to discover moments of real, deadly violence only to be
greeted with the absence of anything – no images, no apology,
no explanation, no justice, no peace.
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The Aesthetics of Emergency
Christopher Collier, 2014
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‘Revolution makes for beautiful weather’
Guy Debord
To think of climate change as an emergency implies consideration of the very concept of emergency itself. Clearly on
some level climate change could be understood as the defining
emergency of the contemporary moment. The implications of
a multiple-degree rise in global temperatures are catastrophic,
with an almost inevitable two degree rise considered dangerous and unpredictable for worldwide ecosystem stability and
organised human community on a global scale. The impacts, as
always, will fall, are falling, disproportionately upon the poorest. Beyond even this, the increasingly likely temperature rise
in excess of two degrees is almost too frightening to comprehend, presenting a nigh on apocalyptic scenario.
The stakes could scarcely be higher, but the immediate action
required to avert such a situation is undesirable to the global
ruling class, whose class interests, at least in the short-term,
are precisely those tied up in the carbon-ejaculating status quo.
Those with the immediate means to avert the catastrophe are
those who precisely stand to lose by such action. Of course
in the long-term, they too stand to lose by not acting, but by
protecting the position the current mode of production imbues
them with, they seek to ensure they are the last to be overtaken
by the impending disaster.
It is not simply the current distribution of power however,
but the ontology of capitalism itself that is antithetical to the
required dramatic change of course. Capitalism, as a system of
economic and social organisation, has surprised many on the
left with its propensity for resilience and adaptation in the face
of seemingly insurmountable contradictions. And yet, by its
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very nature—its predication upon the competitive extraction
of surplus value, and hence expansion, intensification and the
magic word ‘growth’—it appears fundamentally incompatible
with the instantiation of a truly sustainable system of production and distribution.
Furthermore, the intricacies of capitalist organisation, the
myth of the diffuse immanence of the unfettered market, its
flattening of times and spaces to a supposed universal present
tense, make it largely incapable of planning. The abstraction
of value from use is, in simple terms, the quantification of the
universe at the unheeded expense of the qualitative. This is
an abstraction that then reproduces a reality to match. By its
very nature capitalism renders the earth and everything in it a
resource for exploitation and exchange. Heidegger admonished
the technological engendering of nature (itself an ontological
construct of dubious veracity) as ‘standing reserve’. He was half
right; it is rather the exchange relation, the very form of value
itself in Marxian terms, which produces the world as abstract
resource. It is this that is incompatible with the/a future. As
Sohn-Rethel’s /1 critique of so-called real abstraction implies,
it is the exchange relation itself, and the attendant notion of
a transcendental subject, that produces the world as reified,
abstracted and transcendental units of value. It is this that
initiates the disaster of generalised acceleration and intensification and this that annuls potential remedy in its attenuation of
planning in favour of policy. /2

1
2

Martin Heidegger, The Question Concerning Technology, and 		
Other Essays (New York: Harper & Row, 1977), 17.
Alfred Sohn-Rethel, Intellectual and Manual Labour: A Critique of 		
Epistemology (London: MacMillan, 1978).
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To introduce aesthetics at this point may seem somewhat facetious, yet beyond the pseudo-spirituality or individualism of
Heidegger’s existentialist legacy, it is Situationist provocateur
Guy Debord who brings together the thought of Heidegger’s
Marxian interlocutor and critic Lukács with an intuition of
real abstraction in his notion of ‘spectacle’. Whilst his maximalist rhetorical approach may have proved somewhat self-defeating, Debord clearly understood that environmental disaster
and the failure of any meaningful response were inextricably
linked to the abstractions of the value.
In the prescient sketch A Sick Planet (1971), Debord, with his
noted characteristic chiliasm, states that:
[T]he problem of the degradation of the totality of the natural
and human environment [...] becomes the problem of whether
a world that pursues such a course can preserve its material
existence. /3
For him, this is not resolved in the (real) abstractions of
specialised power, or trusting the reformist mitigations of the
market, but in a concrete realisation of revolutionary demands
for the democratic subjugation of the economy to social life in
the form of what he calls Workers’ Councils. It is in this vein
that he states:
The slogan ‘Revolution or Death!’ is no longer the lyrical
expression of the consciousness in revolt: rather, it is the last
word of the scientific thought of our century. /4
3
4

Guy Debord, A Sick Planet, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith
(Oxford; New York: Seagull Books, 2008), 79.
Ibid., 93.
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This 1971 text was intended for issue 13 of the Situationist
journal Internationale Situationniste. However the organisation
disintegrated before the issue could be produced and the text
remained unpublished until 2004, not being translated into
English until 2006. It thus would unlikely have been available
to those propagating a situationist-inspired revolt in the 1990’s
as a direct response to capitalism’s unfolding environmental
disaster. However, the thought that lies behind it, and Debord’s
critique of capitalism’s ‘spectacular’ abstractions did inform
these movements. I refer to those movements such as Reclaim
the Streets and other neo-Situationist initiatives that sought
to transcend the separation of the aesthetic and political as a
direct challenge to the so-called spectacle.
To turn towards this notion of spectacle, is to return to the
notion of emergency. Emergency is on some level an aesthetic
notion, a condition of emergence, the aesthetic designation
of a developing concrete situation. Perhaps the entropy of
such situationist-inspired movements after the 1990’s stems
from a subsequent failure to adequately address the processes
of abstraction operative within contemporary visual culture.
The legacy of that promise evident in the 1990’s thus failed
to materialise through any true transcendence of this separation between aesthetic and political. As appeals to an abstract
subject of judgement that did not and could not exist, such
interventions continue to operate on the level of an abstract
aesthetics, and thus, are a priori integrated into a ‘spectacular’
form of organisation. In basic terms, playful stunts and media
hacktivism arguably function through an aesthetic appeal to
the subject and it is this abstract notion of the subject itself
that is at fault. As a product of the exchange abstraction—as
Sohn-Rethel points out—the transcendental subject of judgement is in essence spectacular. Capitalism itself operates in-
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creasingly logistically, it continually innovates means to bypass
the obstacle to its efficiency that the subject represents. At the
same time, the spectacle of the subject is maintained, because
ultimately, it is the ontological guarantor of private property
and thus capitalism itself.
The aesthetics of emergency are everywhere, the accelerationist
tendencies of value impel it. Yet such an aesthetics is essentially
spectacular. On the one hand these are the ‘state of exception’
aesthetics of the so-called War on Terror and the attacks on
the similarly phantasmal spectre of government deficits - the
austere aesthetics of surveillance, control and their inverse,
inescapable cynicism. What Franco Berardi calls ‘a slavish
modulation of irony: irony at the service of power [...] a dissociation of ethics and possibility’./5 On the other hand, these
aesthetics are what Bernard Stiegler has noted as the denigration of attention and the short-circuiting of desire through the
prosthesis of contemporary digital technology. /6 This tendency towards standardised, instantaneous and abstracted forms
of gratification is something Steven Shaviro arguably points
at with his speculations on the speed and discontinuity characteristic of 21st century cinema (even whilst attempting to
anchor it in a sort of post-human aesthetics), but that evidently
describes a tendency across cultural production more gener5
6

Franco Berardi, The Uprising: On Poetry and Finance,
Semiotext(e) Intervention Series 14 (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 		
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ally. /7 The resultant marriage of cynicism and the desensitisation generated by an ever more extreme aesthetics, ultimately
implied by the value form, precisely falls under the definition
spectacular, in all senses of the word. It is the enforced inability
to conceive change beyond the bounds of a society structured
by value, the abstraction of ethics from possibilities, with those
occluded possibilities offset in standardised, abstracted and
importantly, exchangeable forms. It is this that defines the
aesthetics of emergency, and yet, it is this that precisely inhibits
the action necessary to alleviate that very emergency.
Even the most promising contemporary attempts to intervene
aesthetically into the media circuitry are outpaced in a race
for viral novelty. Such interventions are inevitably eclipsed by
a million affective rehearsals for catastrophe, all reduced to a
state of equivalence by the fact that they appear within this socalled spectacle, that is an arena governed, in the last instance,
by exchange value. The answer to capitalism’s logistical antihumanism along with its neoliberal fiction—that it can do away
with considerations of human need, of use, entirely—is not a
return to the humanist subject however. As stated that subject
is the abstraction that founds private property relations, a possible way forward lies, as ever, within, against and beyond.
Prior to the capitalist instigation of the abstract, individual
subject is the social commons, the concrete flux of relations
that evades the abstractions of value, through its very
indeterminacy. This is perhaps what Stefano Harney and Fred
Moten call the ‘undercommons’, the pre-subjective circulation
of the commons. Facing up to climate disaster is perhaps
7
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primarily not to be enacted through the NGO route of achieving subjecthood, interests and rights for individuals, but rather
a commoning of the subject, one which produces the environment as commons, not as private property. Easy to say, but
beyond the failing subject-centred strategy, there is an unlikely
hope nestled within the biopolitical paradigm that produces us
as logistical populations - in a chaotic maximisation of chance.
Debord reminded us that there is no aesthetics of revolt, they
are to a degree immanent, they inhere within, as détournement.
What perhaps one might learn from the avant-garde is to play
the fiction of market immanence at its own game. This might
take the form of concrete recomposition, welling up from the
undercommons, a maximisation of sociality, a plethora of alternate approaches.
Whilst of course the two are to a degree interrelated, arguably the avoidance of disaster is best served by approaches that
privilege social solidarity, the anti-glamour and often invisible
process of learning to be in common, ahead of more overtly
dramatic aesthetic approaches. Where the aesthetic route
perhaps succeeded in the 1990’s was less as an appeal to the
subject of judgement, more as an organising principle in the
instantiation of a common and indeterminate collective singularisation. At that time, this occurred through the open use
of common names and identities set in motion, without being
fixed, what Marco Deseriis has called ‘improper names’./8
How an aesthetic approach might be rendered a mode of
organisation within today’s accelerated and far more heavily
saturated media environment remains an open question.
8
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The Sovereign Cobra : A study
Jenny Richards, 2014
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The King Cobra is the world’s longest and most venomous snake. Found across South Asian and Indonesia it is a
snake of both ecological and cultural fascination and significance. Unlike other Cobras (snouted, spitting, monocled)
the King Cobra is the only species of its genus and is entitled
with its sovereign prefix to indicate its inimitability. Another
King Cobra inhabits a land far removed from the tropical
surroundings in the East. Housed at London’s Whitehall this
Cobra was first encountered in the mid eighties, /9 born for
the premise to discuss ‘critical’ situations across the globe that
necessitate a ‘response’ from the UK government. With little
information to be found on this newly evolved specimen might
a comparison with its reptilian ancestor shed light on some of
its qualities? For what kind of ecology sustains this animal?
And can a counter-taxonomy be developed, pieced together
from understanding its operation and habits?
King Cobra’s are found in dense highland forest regions, only
drawn down to more rural areas in the search of food and
more recently due to the destruction of much of their existing
habitat. /10 The modern COBRA occupies a meeting room in
Whitehall and rarely convenes over conservation concerns /11;
this COBRA becomes visible for situations such as Hostage’s
held at the Tiguentourine Gas plant, Algeria (2013) and The
Killing of Lee Rigby in Woolwich, south London (2013).
Whilst the means of survival forces the King Cobra into
proximity with human settlements, what compels a COBRA
meeting? What circumstance qualifies for ‘a response’ beyond
the meeting’s headed paper and a set of agreed upon minutes?
9
10

It is thought that a secret meeting during the 1984 miners strike 		
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The title COBRA is said to be built from the acronym (Cabinet Office Briefing Room A), yet the decision to adopt the
symbolic serpent begs further consideration. One of the
reasons King Cobras (Ohiophagus hannah) are granted as the
species monarch is that that they are famous for feeding on
other snakes. Ohiophagus hannah translates as snake-eater,
meaning other snakes are their primary food source. Their
carnivorous habits self-legitimise the King Cobra as ultimate
ruler, for its very kin can be subject to its fearful consumption. The Whitehall COBRA shrouded in secrecy inhabits
similar qualities. Whilst no cannibalism per se takes place,
depending on the outcome of the meeting there are responses
which might engender a severe reaction that will affect the rest
of its population including alterations to international policy
or the reinterpretation of United Kingdom law.
During the August 2011 London riots, David Cameron held
two COBRA meetings which authorised police in the arresting of thousands of citizens regardless of the context of
involvement in the resistance. /12 When Cameron outlined
why the riots happened in his ironically titled “we are all in
this together” he explained how they were ‘not about race…not
about government cuts…and not about poverty’ but about ‘behaviour.’ /13 In a political you-turn the Prime Minister managed to transform an oppositional political and governmental
expression into an individualised ethical problem. Just as the
snake is suggested to charm its prey before attack, Cameron’s
slippery syntax conjures a flawed notion of social responsibility
12
13

There were 3003 arrests in conjunction with the riots and of those 		
1931 charges with prison sentences totalling 100 years.
See:http://www.conservatives.com/News/Speeches/2011/08/
David_Cameron_We_are_all_in_this_together.aspx
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to enable an expansion of police powers and a reinterpretation
of the criminal justice system./14 In order to understand this
new species of COBRA, it is essential to interpret the current
codes of political play which use gesture and performance,
language and media and, when spun by the global networks
of communication, generate a force that re-purposes the very
methods we might use to collectively assert ourselves.
Foucault famously introduced us to new notions of dispersed
state control using the description of the panopticon prison
developed by Jeremy Bentham./15 Through this model Foucault illustrated the way in which a form of governmentality
is produced to promote a new self-governance. By cultivating
in each prisoner the consciousness of being watched 24 hours
a day their fear of being subject to surveillance embodies and
enacts a perpetual self-disciplining. Behaviour is controlled as
the subject continually realigns their performance to sit inline
with the institutions’ norms and expectations. Foucault used
Bentham’s prison to illustrate the way in which this project of
control has been reproduced in the hospital, the school and the
factory. As the panopticon is socialised we all become the surveyors and the surveyed, distributing governance between one
another as we each become embroiled in a network of regulation and management.
COBRA employs a curious type of governmentality, one
which utilises the learning of the panopticon to both its public
and that of the international community. Just as the surveillance tower in the middle of Benthan’s prison operates to
14
15
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‘appear’ as if there is an all seeing sleepless ruler, so COBRA as each meeting is announced - performs its task of reminding both its own population and nation states abroad that the
UK is watching, ruling and responding. We could say it plays
a double hand of reinstating its position as sovereign of the
UK population whilst synchronising this display of power as a
global performance. As critic Victor Tupitsyn describes, ‘Regardless of the nature of our pursuits we are always on stage’
/16. In this sense power could be said to lay in the success of
the performance: To be or not to be COBRA? The logic of this
strategy transforms what is a categorical naming of a meeting
to a symbolic act, facilitated by the velocity of global communication networks and media.
Returning to characteristics of the King Cobra, many biological studies have focused on their unique appearance which
is defined by their extending hood, created by the expansion
of the ribs behind the snake’s head. The Cobra uses this as
a defensive display, on occasion, to scare predators. It is a
universal sign of when the snake is threatened or invoked to
attack. In the last year Cameron has held over twenty COBRA
meetings, a record number since their inception. Rather like
the hood of the King Cobra, these meetings are an indicator, a
gauge whose measure creates the promise that a response could
hold more than just an ‘appearance’ of power. The momentary
brandishing of its hood or the announcement of a meeting can
be signal enough, and the response rests within that of a coded
statement presented to its challenger. For philosopher Giorgio
Agamben, it would correspond to what he terms a ‘State of
Exception’ a situation in which actions are legitimised by their
16
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perceived criticality and as such no one can be held morally,
ethically or legally accountable. The ‘State of Exception’ can be
understood through conditions such as civil war in which the
law ‘employs a suspension of the law itself.’/17 Rather than
located to significant upheavals, Agamben argues that a ‘state
of exception’ has become ‘increasingly [the] paradigm of contemporary politics’ through ‘the voluntary creation of a permanent state of emergency.’ /18 Following Agamben, one could
say the ‘State of Exception’ is perpetuated through the ‘tweets’
David Cameron sends out announcing the COBRA meeting, and what started occurring once a year is now instigated
weekly /19. Twitter - one of the so-called power tools of business - is employed to distribute the UK’s newly intensified and
prolonged state of emergency. Cameron’s social media(ted)
relationship between state and public, further edifies how the
tweeted gesture becomes host to a new approach of state control. COBRA as a construction of a law beyond law becomes
the cloak (or hood) for a whole host of relations that seek to
redefine our relationship to politics and the government.
Dwelling on the cultural significance of the COBRA it is easy
to draw analogies as to why the UK might associate with the
image of the reptile. One can recollect from childhood an
innate fear of the creature combined from our exposure to the
snake as a mysterious, cunning and vicious hunter throughout
religion, history, culture, film and fiction. Whilst, it would
take years to delve into the root of some of these qualities, it is
17
18
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plausible that when COBRA is mentioned one of three images
might spring to mind. Firstly Kaa from The Jungle Book - an
ambiguous snake who whilst friendly in his demeanour, has an
underlying intrepidation, and potentially treacherous potential, or more recently Nagini from Harry Potter, a consuming
slithering brute that visualises the evil Lord Voldemort. Yet
beyond these fear-inducing references, a third association takes
prominence and that is the Cobra of the Cobra beer brand, a
beer founded in 1989 and developed for export from India to
England.
If Whitehall is happy to utilise the connotations of intelligence, cunning and terror that the King Cobra suggests, what
connections can be drawn with the successful beer that is a
feature of most UK restaurants? Lord Billimoria is the chairman and co-founder of Cobra. At the age of 27 he decided to
develop a new beer that would be ‘the best beer to come out of
India’. Produced in 1989, the same year as the fall of the Berlin wall and the unification of Europe (under normalised capitalist economic structuring), the Cobra brand started out. Born
like its Whitehall counterpart in a decade of struggle, the beer
had an uphill battle in developing its brand, image and product. Slowly but surely through strategic modes of production,
entrepreneurial belief and a savvy approach in the construction
of the symbolic value of the brand, Cobra beer has become one
of the leading beers of India. While King Cobra /20 numbers
diminish across the globe, COBRA’s recent escalation of meetings and a renewed interest in its capabilities follows the logic
of Cobra Beer and can be read as a rise in its symbolic value
or brand identity. Following economic practices COBRA like
any other brand has cultivated its value within a global market,
20
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deploying its USP /21 of a ‘new form of governance’ as emergency becomes the modus operandi of contemporary control.
For COBRA to maintain its value it must continue to promote
the idea of prolonged emergency which permits the justification of a rearrangement of government policy and law. This
operation relies on a space of unaccountability, a space of secrecy and silence. As its taxonomy has revealed, whilst COBRA
as a brand has a public dissemination, little is known about the
conversations within the meeting room. By contrast, in India
there is a belief that the Cobra possesses such an exceptional
memory that when attacked and if eventually killed, the image
of the perpetrator ingrains itself within the eyes of the Cobra.
This visceral material memory can be later encountered by
the deceased’s partner and used like a document to seek out
revenge. Cobra Res can be said to inhabit this quality of the
King Cobra as it continues to build a public memory to the
actions and operations of COBRA. It is a memory that can
allow us to track this new form of governance and as the King
Cobra exhibits in its current struggle for survival, find ways to
resist COBRA’s political ecology.

21
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Geographies of Hope

Isabelle Fremeaux and John Jordan, 2012
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‘The principal error in political thinking, whether on the left or
on the right, has been or is, an excessive or exaggerated belief
in ‘solutions’. Then one by one these solutions, whether it was
the solution of centralised state planning in Moscow or the
solution of the new world economic order are proved wrong. I
think the question of solutions is a question of scale. In a given
situation which is graspable - that can be quite big - there
is a solution. But it won’t be a universal solution: it is global
solutions that have to be suspected. Why is that? Because to
improve something, you really need to know the texture, the
life story of that thing’.
John Berger, interview in the Financial Times, 28 June 1999
When I left my job as a Senior Lecturer at a British University
in order to move to Brittany to set up a land based collective (La r.O.n.c.e – Resist, Organise, Nourish, Create, Exist)
bringing together a landless peasant, a vegan mobile kitchen, a
self-managed mechanic workshop and the Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination (the laboratory combining art, activism,
pedagogy and permaculture that John Jordan (my partner) and
I had founded), my colleagues were intrigued… maybe even
slightly unhinged. Many declared that they thought it was
wonderful but the incomprehension was perceptible behind
the displayed enthusiasm. I was often asked what I would
actually be doing there, whether I would be growing my own
vegetables and living without money, what my “job” would be.
It was Sarah the school’s administrator who expressed it most
clearly: “When people ask why you are resigning, I tell them
that you are going to start a ‘utopian community’. I say all the
words”, she added with a smile, “but I am not sure what’s actually behind them.” I tried to explain, but left her office feeling
that my ramblings about ecological living, a longing for nonhierarchical relationships and everyday life as art hadn’t really
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made things much clearer for her. A few weeks later, the same
Sarah organised a leaving party for me, secretly organising a
collection around the school, inviting colleagues that had become friends, and students that I had taught over a decade in
the department. As I opened the present that she had chosen, I
realised that she understood a lot more about what I was about
to engage in than she had let out. In a small black box was a
silver pendant with the engraved inscription 50°N15.03°W51.
“These are the geographical coordinates of a small town in
Devon called Hope” Sarah explained, “it seemed fitting”.
Indeed it was, for building an ‘alternative’ is always an act of
hope, it’s an embodied refusal of the present which unblocks
the reigning paralysis fostered by apocalyptic predications of
the future. It is a lot easier to imagine the world ending than
changing it for the better because there is always comfort in
thinking we know what will happen. Ultimately to act from
a place of hope is to let go of certainty and to trust that the
greatest potential lies within the unknowable.
The very ability to conceptualise of something better than
what is here – whether it’s a political system, a social relationship, the way our food is grown or our cities built – requires
us to develop a critical analysis of the present. If this critique
is not grounded in a certain optimism, a shared of belief that
the imagined better world can exist in some form in this world
now, it risks turning into another theoretical model, abstract
and cynical or another excuse to wait for the perfect moment
- the revolution, the collapse, the last judgement - a sure recipe
for hopelessness. Ideas without a place to test them in are like
reflections in a world without mirrors. An alternative is always
a speculative projection… with geographical coordinates.
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Improvising Utopia
‘Improvisation…is, for me, a key to survival. Improvisation
is really where I would start thinking about an aesthetics of
everyday life’.
Barbara Kisrshenblatt-Gimblett, The Aesthetics of Everyday
Life/22
When I received the beautiful pendant, I was days away from
radically swapping my geographies from a mega polis to
seventeen acres of field, from a world-renowned university to
a ruined farmhouse. Whilst most of my colleagues and family
were unable to imagine quite why I was doing it, they did acknowledge that once an idea entered into my head I never let
go easily and that for me, the idea of giving up a professional
job to become an ‘Apprentice Utopian’/23 made absolute sense.
All genuine alternatives (i.e. a proposal which truly attempt to
address an identified problem through its root causes, rather
than merely ‘tweak’ its consequences) always begin as utopian.
The etymology of the term is a medieval play on words (referring to a good/happy place and yet meaning no place) which
suggests that an alternative society is impossible, that a better
world will never exist anywhere beyond our imaginations. Five
hundred years later our culture fears utopias more than ever,
especially when they are bent on being put into practice.
Time magazine put it succinctly when they wrote ‘Basically,
22
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utopiais are for authoritarians and weaklings.’/24
The horrors of Stalinism and National Socialism have overshadowed our right to dream of radically different models of
society – adjust society yes, remodel it no! But the shadow that
those utopian nightmares were made of was not the fact they
these were ideologies with geographies, but that they were violent hierarchies founded on the quest for perfection. Control
and purity are the chimeras of totalitarianisms. The promise of
a radiant future tomorrow, conceived of as perfect and fixed,
has always justified atrocities today. From the second coming to communism, from the package holiday to the Eden of
retirement, life, we are told will be better later. Capitalism has
perfected the art of sacrificing the present on the altar of the
future. Dominique Méda sums up the paradox succinctly:
‘At first, the point was simply to raise our standard of living.
But when will we consider that it has been reached? When will
we feel that we have attained abundance, total wellbeing, a life
in perfect congruence with ourselves, if not at the mythical end
of history, which is for ever postponed. We are always going
through the motions, the tensions and all that they determine,
whilst knowing secretly that we will never reach the goal we
are supposed to be pursuing’./25
The dream of nowhere is what drives the weightless abstraction that is capitalism. The belief in the god of growth is an
idea whose danger lies in its detachment from the real world,
from place. Capitalism has chosen to ignore the basic thermo
24
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dynamic realities of living on a finite planet, in its madness
perhaps it has forgotten that it exists anywhere at all. Like the
worst utopian projects, capitalism disallows or smothers any
alternatives, it punishes those who refuse its rules – compete,
work, consume, own – with criminalisation, prison, outcast
status or starvation. Its promises of perfection drive us to desire
more and yet we remain in a constant state of dissatisfaction: if
you haven’t got the perfect car or body, house or husband, you
are nobody in this nowhere.
It is where the architects hide their utopias in-between the
pages of beautiful books. The poets and philosophers protect
them from the harsh challenges of reality with soft lines of
literature. The artists make micro models of them walled inside
museums safe from the clutter of mainstream culture. The performers act them out in theatres where at the end, the curtain
comes down and everyone goes back to business as usual.
French for brambles, La r.O.n.c.e, is a fitting name for our collective. They are at once spiky, ready to resist and nourishing,
full of fruit. They say “yes” and “no”. Brambles are also known
as ‘the mother of the forest’, a pioneering species that protects
small saplings from grazing animals with their cage of thorns.
Eventually the saplings push their way out of the brambles and
become trees and the forest returns on the regenerated land.
In a similar way we want the collective to shelter new ways of
living and resisting.
La r.O.n.c.e will be an experiment in art after art, a taste of the
art of the future performed in the present, an art performed
by all, not by the ego driven specialist artists, not as fiction
that separates but action that connects. It is an art that embeds itself in our homes and offices, shapes our meetings and
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gatherings, suffuses our bedrooms and kitchens, designs our
celebrations and resistance, organises our villages and cities.
Ambitious in its courage to mould the mess of the social world
yet committed to a human and local scale in its applications,
as the great radical 19th century artists and activist William Morris wrote, such an art ‘will gather strength in simple
places’, not just in ‘rich men’s houses’.
It’s absolutely not about turning our life into art (and then
displaying it in the palaces of culture) but about using the
processes we are used to associating with art to transform the
experience of everyday life itself. This art will no longer be seen
as an end but a means, a way of doing things, a way of making
our worlds with the same craft and pleasure that an artist applies to her work. Art will be the technique for reconstructing
reality, not in a metaphoric way, but a hands-on practical way.
The meal you eat for lunch will be as much a material for this
practice as the way you next make love.
The key to practicing this art of everyday life will be paying
deep attention to one’s daily activities, immersing ourselves in
the act of doing so that like a dancer, every step, every breath
and gesture is conscious and considered. Nothing will be
automatic anymore, nothing is ‘just’ doing, everything is doing
as best as we can, doing that generates pleasure within us and
which is in the service of the life around us. The function of
such actions is to bring maximum potential and connection
to every situation, to open us up and bring us together. Rather
than carelessly reproducing the rituals of money and power in
the autopilot mode that consumerism encourages, we act to
wake us from the anaesthetic hold of capital. We aestheticize
life because it brings all our senses back from the dead. It has
taken a lot of cultural work to isolate our senses, to separate
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the art of vision from the art of taste, the sense of smell from
that of touch. Each sense has been split from the other, forced
into artificial isolation and into a specific genre of art of its
own. With this isolation, comes hierarchies, vision over touch,
sound over smell. The separation of art and life however is an
older wound.
To live a radically different life we need to change not only our
way of thinking but also our body’s way of feeling. We need
to train ourselves in new modes of perception, new sensibilities to the world that enables us to feel so disgusted by the dull
familiar actions of daily life that reproduce capitalism that we
are unable to carry them out anymore. A trip to the supermarket with its industrial toxic foods will feel like being a tourist
in Auschwitz, taking a flight on a plane and pouring tonnes
of CO 2 into the atmosphere will feel like we are dropping
cluster bombs on the poor. Buying cheap clothes from H &M
will feel like having child slaves crouching in the corner of
our bedrooms. We need a new sensitivity where we become so
shocked by the banal horrors of this system that puts economics ahead of life, that we are prepared to dismantle it’s systems,
prepared to say goodbye.
This is an edited version of a chapter from “A Guide Book of Alternative Nows.” Ed.
Amber Hickey, The Journal of Aesthetics and Protest Press, 2012
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For the Sake of Hindsight
Samuel Stevens, 2014

‘A camera cannot lie as we know. At least, I think that we can
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guarantee that it isn’t lying now, but it can be perilously good
at half-truths. Over the years we’ve come to accept the newsreels and documentaries, mostly on the television now, as the
visual reinforcement of the printed word. With the difference
that the film medium, for a variety of reasons, seeks to achieve
a version of ‘truth’ through a process of balance, as they call it.
Of examination of several sides of a question, somehow arriving at the synthesis of what it argues is reality’.
James Cameron, Before Hindsight, 1977
So began the compilation film, Before Hindsight, directed by
Jonathan Lewis, which interrogated the British cinema newsreels’ coverage of the rise of Nazism in Germany in the 1930’s.
First broadcast on British television by the BBC in February
of 1978, the film is presented by the journalist James Cameron
who questions the balance of truth constructed by the newsreels of the time; their leaning towards the endorsement of an
‘establishment line’ in the depiction of reality as opposed to
an adherence to all facts of the matters they reported on. The
desired version of the truth, he argued, was constructed not by
falsification of facts but by their selective omission. The facts
omitted from the British perception of continental Europe
at the time being the travesties of fascism, most notably the
persecution of the German Jewish people.
Great care is taken by the film to show how the construction
of ‘half-truths’ was achieved not through the imposition of
laws but via soft pressure placed on the distribution companies
such as British Movietone, British Pathé and Gaumont British, who would curtail their programming, following ‘friendly
advice’ from the Office of Foreign Affairs, so as not to reduce
the commercial appeal of their screenings. The film thus builds
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a convincing picture of newsreels as a supplementary form of
entertainment that was inherently political. Its function was
in effect to broadly sustain the status quo and to avoid controversy not only with the audience but also the governmental
powers that held the establishment line.
The blinkered realities produced, in this manner, through a
muted collusion of state power and newsreel companies did
not go unnoticed or unchallenged. Artists were the first to
disrupt the perpetuation of these media realities by intervening in the very process of newsreel distribution itself. The artist
come documentary filmmaker Joris Ivens, reminisced in his
autobiography that ‘on Friday nights we would borrow a number of commercial newsreels. On Saturday we would study the
material in the newsreels, and in relation to the international
and national situation of the week, re-edit them’. Ivens’ and his
associates’ objective in re-editing the newsreel footage was to
reconfigure the truth that the newsreel companies upheld in
order to expose social and political realities that were omitted
from the view of the general public. A Berlin-based workers’
film society also made films on the rise of Nazism in Germany
at the very same time as the British newsreel companies’ coverage. The film theorist Béla Balázs recorded that the Berlin film
society’s films were confronting the establishment line. Like
Ivens, they brought contrasting images of society together to
reveal a very different social reality. In one film titled, Dogs’
Beauty Contest, images of glamorous women petting expensive
lap dogs was followed by one of a blind beggar and his guide
dog. The sequence was accompanied by a caption ‘one who
did not take part in the contest.’ In another film, without the
need for a textual prompt, a shot of a brilliant military parade
was followed by one of disabled ex-servicemen begging in the
streets. In this way, where the official newsreels of the 1930’s
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constructed realities by the omission of facts, artists counteracted these by compiling disparate actualities from within the
same social reality.
The British newsreel companies were not without retort at
home. Here the many workers’ film societies, such as that in
Berlin, produced newsreels from behind the establishment line.
One such group, Kino, evolved from an east London theatre
group called The Workers Theatre Movement. The taking on of
film by theatre groups came following the suggestion made
at a conference in Moscow in 1933 where afore-mentioned
film theoretician, Béla Balázs, spoke. It was suggested that
theatre groups engage with the use of film in the same manner that they approached the depiction of social reality using
theatre. What resulted was a form of filmmaking that placed
cameras within protests and hunger marches to record the
events in collaboration with unions and workers. The outcome
was in stark contrast to the neutralising effects of the official
newsreels’ coverage. These films, although more limited in
their reach, were different in form as they were firmly rooted,
through their theatre beginnings, in an artistic foundation
echoing the ideas of Bertolt Brecht, Erwin Piscator and the
Soviet films that were often covertly projected within the same
circles.
The greatest departure from newsreels towards an artistic form
of depiction would come from one such filmmaker, Dziga
Vertov. Vertov’s newsreel series, Kino Pravda, existed as an
experimental venture in the cinematic interpretation of current
events that signified a split from newsreel towards a distinctly
artistic form of representation. With Kino-Pravda Vertov
aspired to create a film-newspaper comprised of footage produced at a ‘lightening-fast’ turnover, surveying the world ‘every
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few hours.’ In order to achieve this he aspired to create an
international movement that he named Kino-Eye that relied
on an army of Kinoks (cinema worker-correspondents) spread
across all parts of the globe. These cinema worker-correspondents would capture current events across the globe as film
fragments that would be amassed in a giant archive to provide
the raw material for the creation of compilation films. Vertov’s
vision was unrealisable, not least due to pragmatic reasons, but
the workers’ film societies’ calls for camera operators in Britain
at the time, could be heard as echoes of his appeal to ordinary
people to capture their social realities in film.
Today, with advancements in communication and imaging technology, the potential to simultaneously capture current events, archive and distribute them globally far exceeds
Vertov’s vision. The mobile phone has transformed today’s
equivalent to the newsreel, the news media, by combining video technology and social networking on the internet
to invoke a resurrection of the worker-correspondent as the
citizen journalist. This gives the illusion of a democratisation
of news media whereby, like the model of Bolshevik Journalism that informed Vertov’s desires, the masses generate the
content of the news. In the medium of video, instead of film,
reality is now captured and distributed across networks such
as YouTube. However, these videos can rarely be truly verified
and their use as facts is questionable; a criticism levelled at
Vertov nearly a century ago. Subsequently it is much more difficult to omit facts as the newsreels did in Britain in the 1930s.
However, these video fragments have become essential in the
construction of half-truths by today’s news media.
The film Before Hindsight was not only created to denounce
the system of control that administered the content of the
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newsreels in the 1930’s. It raised this point so as to question
the same depiction of reality in its day, albeit to advocate an
alternative style of reporting. The film therefore came with a
warning. It cautioned that the ‘balanced method’ of journalism,
prevalent at the time, may be viewed in another thirty - forty
years, as just as biased as the newsreels of the 1930’s.
The tragic irony of this message is that now we have reached
that point thirty - forty years in the future, where we are able
to look back at Before Hindsight, it appears to be unusually
critical, rigorous, challenging and independent in its perspective in contrast to the television programming and news coverage of today. This remains effective in directing our view of the
world and response to current realities by shaping our opinions
and knowledge of the world as truth. One only need look at
the BBC coverage of relatively recent events such as the London riots or anti-austerity and student protests to realise this.
It is apparent that the news media remains as constructive and
its methods display more sophistication in the construction
of ‘half-truths’ than in 1978, when Before Hindsight was first
broadcast. It is hard to imagine a film as reflexive and challenging of the establishment line as Lewis’ being presented on the
BBC today. For this reason it is imperative that artists again
compile and structure fragments of reality distributed online
to create opposing truths and disrupt the rhetoric of the news
media; if not to affect the time we live in then for the sake of
those with hindsight to come.
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Dear COBR(A)
Stephen Connolly, 2013
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S.C.
London
N19 3RA

05.12.13

Cabinet Office Briefing Room A
70 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2AS
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Dear Cobr(a),

Please accept a moving image enclosure to this letter. Understanding time is
limited at your convocation, this submission asks only for a brief reflection
on additional, relevant information.
(enclosure) positions a camera facing west along the Thames Estuary from
Greenhithe, once a small settlement on the river, now a rapidly expanding
‘Gateway’ development of speculative commuter housing. This location is beyond the flood protection offered by the Thames Barrier, a major public works
commissioned by the now defunct Greater London Council and presently
managed by the Environment Agency.
From this bend in the river, the towers of London’s financial enclave on
the Isle of Dogs can be seen, weather and pollution permitting. Visible or
not, the aspect is framed by the Dartford Bridge, part of the M25 orbital
dedicated to southbound traffic. The bridge completed in 1991 is an early
example of PFI funded infrastructural investment.
Since construction of the original crossing by tunnel, the route has seen a
five-fold increase in traffic. UK GDP doubled over the same period. Next
to the bridge on the south bank is Littlebrook oil fired power station, built
by the Central Electricity Generating Board and now owned by RWE, a
German utility company. The number three boiler in the station has been
retired from general use due to wear and tear sustained by near continuous
operation during the miners strike in 1984-85. At this point on the river,
both banks host moorings for deliveries of oil and gas by ship and loading
facilities for roll-on-roll-off ferries.
The view from Greenhithe is typical of coastal scenes near the larger cities
in the UK. Note the private sector interests and hydrocarbon bias embedded
in this industrial infrastructure. Given the time opened up by the enclosure,
take a moment to re-calibrate the risk, re-assess the cost, and locate the financial resource, as you parley around the table in CabinetBriefing Room A.
Yours faithfully,
Stephen Connolly
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(enclosure) 051° 27’01.44” N 000° 16’56.28” E, 10.31-15.35 GMT
Stephen Connolly, 2013
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PlAnEtArY UrGeNcY
Nicolas Hausdorf, 2014
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Global warming is undoubtedly the most significant and paramount challenge humanity is facing today. There is only one
adequate response, governments of the world need to congregate and collaborate urgently to avoid this seemingly inevitably approaching disaster, a result of the irresponsibility of the
current phase of late capitalism.
The reader is absorbed by the lull of these words because he
has read them a million times. This script has been written
well in advance for him. Confirmation bias. Global warming
escapes the facts. Little does it matter that it seems to have
stopped in the last ten years, ignore last year’s snowstorms in
the Middle East, Eastern US, ignore the BBCs announcement of no more ice on the poles by 2013 or the information
seminars it has tried to keep a secret and failed. Ignore the fifty
million climate refugees which were supposed to have been
flooding European shores by 2010 according to those 2005
UN estimates. Ignore slight corrections of data to produce better looking curves, perhaps, call it Climate Change then, petty
concession to an overwhelming ambiguity of data. Finally,
something we can all agree too. The climate is changing.
We have all felt them, those icy winds.
Let us be grateful therefore, because we had always dreamed
of the solution to this problem. We have dreamt it through
countless disaster movies, where helicopters and ships directed
by the enlightened elite saved the hero from certain death. The
solution: as always more government, more control, more security, more ties, more meetings and congregations. Only perhaps
let’s name it governance, to rend homage to the portrayal of
politics as the disinterested steering of technological problems.
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Let us be grateful for COBRA, British style crypto emergency
government. Today, any reason for it to get together. Unprecedented multiplication of COBRA meetings proportional to
growing public distrust of parliament. Democracy: without an
audience the clown grows uneasy.
Urgency: Ice spreads and borders break. Utopia of green social
justice. “Big Oil supporting fascist” he who does not surrender - whipped by a left as always reliably taking position in
their designated places of false dichotomies. The left is the right
who does not know that it is. Global summits to save the world:
CCX Obama cartel trading scheme to tax worldwide industrial
development. Fashionable onslaught of dead capital of virtual
finance to asphyxiate production, this time legitimized by the
hypermediatized threat to exterminate polar bears, somehow
always Africans. Smooth greening of predatory global finance
seeking the ultimate tool for global extraction.
Climate Change is therefore the true transcendence of politics.
In a society where even relatively earthly problematics like
economics and the banking system could be easily distorted to
signify an almost mythical complexity to the average citizen
- thank you weaponized math and corrupt Nobel prize economist - complicated data-intense problems like the development of the climate provide the ultimate technocratic enigma
for a washed down public mind.
Science controlled by governments and big business via foundations becomes the arbiter negotiating the coming catastrophe. Discredit dissenting explications: solar flares, geoengineering and tedious ‘Owning the Weather’ manuals by the
military.
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After all in the society of ever expanding busy work nobody
has time or capacity to follow up on the details of the ‘science’,
even those who themselves claim to pursue that scientific cause
of global warming sold with the power of statistics and philanthropy’s appeal to guilt. And, after all, why would anyone?
Academic culture of self-culpabilisation. With CO2 as omnipresent enemy, now everybody can become a climate criminal!
Splendid fashion to avoid discussion about those sensible
environmental projects like localized production, independent
sustainable energy grids, organic agriculture or an abandon of
the dual-use plutonium-uranium nuclear industry.
Back to Britain. Storms rage. Painful uncovering of failing
infrastructures, decade-long lack of investment while millions of unemployed linger as the reserve army of capital. Of
course, no means for repair where taxes must be used to service
crushing national debt. Taxes redistributed as pure power to
private hands (nobody talks about those creditors). Next stop
disintegration of labour in sunny palm tree virtual tax havens.
Magic transubstantiation of liquid capital into rigid constraint
of policy options, discourses, heavily armoured police forces.
Direct investment meanwhile deployed elsewhere where
human labour has been more successfully reduced to a more
minor factor.
Autistic university professors and depressed doctoral students
of all nations meanwhile tap the Guardian for the latest societal meme and weave exotic hobbies into their latest pamphlet
controlled in advance by the expectation of the father journal.
They uncover long-lost marginal tracts of appendix philosophers in order to produce esoteric writing incomprehensible
outside of their circles.
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Eternally they chase the ghost of capitalism. ‘Play’, ‘assemblage’, ‘schizophrenia’ , ‘subjectivity’.
News section: too vulgar.
A storm is raging… Brace thus, poor Britain.
Storm ravages your coastlines, soon the metropolis. Gone your
domination of the seas, perfidious Albion. Today when the
original chaos is reprojecting its powers, all you do is keeping
on building arches for your ‘chosen ones’.
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‘Keep Calm and Carry On’
The Normalisation of Emergency
Theodore Price, 2014
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As the COBRA committee convened on the 6th December
2013 to discuss the storms that were expected to envelope
parts of the United Kingdom, a small group of minor celebrities gathered in a makeshift camp and were forced to eat live
bugs to survive. Far away in an Australian rainforest C-list
celebrities were battling it out to be crowned ‘King of the
Jungle’ in the television programme entitled ‘I’m A Celebrity
Get Me Out Of Here’ (I’m a Celeb). The format of the programme is a human version of the ‘ten green bottles sitting on
a wall’ scenario where the public systematically votes off each
contestant after many a tortuous task, until one ‘green bottle’
remains. Although seemingly worlds apart, these two separate
events are linked by a common aim: the control and standardisation of abnormal behaviour and events. This normalisation
takes place via the naming of an abnormal event, by framing it
within certain (official) parameters that appeal to the viewers’
sense of order and legitimacy in what would otherwise seem
dangerous and out of control. Once labelled and framed, the
extreme event or action becomes a separate zone, a Foculdaian heterotopia where new rules and rituals are created. This
normalisation process acts as a calming effect, soothing the
concern of those viewing and even those active participants in
such extremity, while simultaneously the pre-ordained levels of
standardisation and normalisation are adjusted, increasing the
limits to a new standard.
The personal emergency of celebrities being required to eat
live cockroaches or sit in a pit of snakes is normalised in the
context of the relationship between overseer (TV producer/
COBRA committee) and viewer (the general public) which
create a consensual frame through which to comfortably watch
the crisis unfold. In the case of ‘I’m a Celeb’ the producers
at ITV create an assumption, through contracts prior to the
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show, guaranteeing that no celebrity will actually die or be in
any ‘real’ danger. The potential risk is mediated, controlled and
normalised through the official frame of a major TV network.
The hosts, Ant and Dec, act as officials providing normalcy and
guidance. The safe containment of the visual field of television allows the viewer to comfortably enjoy the minor crisis of
celebrities as they are put through tasks, such as having buckets
of cockroaches and rats tipped over them within a confined
space. Under any other circumstances, and without the viewer,
such extreme treatment would be deemed torture.
This simulation of torture is extended through the information
given by the hosts who announce before each task, “…you can
stop this at any time by simply saying, ‘I’m a celebrity get me
out of here’ or telling us where Ayman Al-Zawahiri is…”./26
The vast difference, of course, is that the participants are consenting to endure such conditions in return for increased media exposure. Over the ten weeks of the programme, the viewer
grows acclimatised to the suffering experienced by the celebrities and might even begin to desire increased levels of anguish
as the format stimulates our darker nature. Accepting the pain,
trauma, and the semi- mental breakdowns of the once-loved
celebrities, the viewer is lulled into a false sense of security, allowing the extreme actions to be normalised through the visual
language created by television.
Many opposed the creation of Camp Delta in Guantanamo
Bay in 2001 where, under the guise of a universal emergency
labelled the ‘War on Terror’, ‘illegal enemy combatants’ were
incarcerated without trial. Almost thirteen years later, now part
of everyday existence and consciousness, the public have grown
26

Ayman Al-Zawahiri is allegedly the current leader of Al-Qaeda.
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accustomed to CAMP X-Ray and have begun to accept it. So,
too, with Climate Change or daily killings in Iraq where the
viewer become desensitised to constant flood warnings or the
death of eighty-seven people in a car bomb in Bagdad - the
exception becomes the norm. In this way the exception becomes standard practice, what seemed extreme and shocking is
ingested into everyday consciousness and normalised. With the
increase in emergency politics, could we be seeing the beginning of ‘emergency fatigue’?
In the case of the recent flooding, the COBRA committee
acted quickly to peruse the normalisation of the emergency. By
calling for a COBRA meeting, an official frame of normalcy
and control was placed over the abnormal and out of control
situation; the space was actively delineated. In an act of ownership, the COBRA committee has the power to label the event
an emergency. Whether the government has any actual control
over the situation is of little importance, what is of value is that
control and order are presented. What was once random and
chaotic, and potentially threatening to state power, becomes
standardised and processed within the apparatus of emergency
politics. Often we have witnessed the reverse, with the state
hyping up the threat of terrorism to create an opposition. In
the instance of mass flooding, there is little action the state
can implement as the problem has already occurred. With no
direct political opposition to attack, its best strategy is simply
to normalise the emergency and present control.
Once the crisis has emerged it is labelled an ‘emergency event’,
an area that was once unspecific becomes a contained ‘space’
within limits and boundaries. It becomes codified as an area
to avoid or to act with caution within or near, a space where
new rules now apply. At once ordered and chaotic, a place of
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juxtaposition, a liminal space where the boundaries of normalcy are transgressed, where in-control and out-of-control
blur together: a Heterotopia. According to Foucault, heterotopias are spaces that can be inhabited outside, and yet within,
normal society. Spaces that emerge and disperse again providing a momentary transgressional area – football matches, a
honeymoon or garden. Within this heterotopic space certain
rules apply that are special to them and exist outside everyday
norms. To return to ‘I’m a Celeb’, a heterotopia is created in
the Australian jungle; a space where the unknown can operate
within known limits. A liminal space is created via which the
viewer can watch the simulated torture of celebrities. A space
outside normal society with its own set of rules, enclosed with
everyday television; abnormality framed within normality.
Emergencies become heterotopias when labelled as such and
placed within the operational frame of a COBRA meeting.
Heterotopias need rules or codes of conduct to function. Rules,
as derived from rulers, as in measuring stick or a sovereign
power, are by very definition, a standardisation that apply to
all the ‘players’ of the game or subjects in a state. Whether in
a game, ritual or emergency, the rule of law can often exist
by placing seemingly contradictory elements together; as in
boxing where in everyday society violence on such a level is
banned, but within a boxing ring, the rules delineate order:
you can not kick or bite but you can knock your opponent
unconscious. It is the space where the uncontrollable can exist;
a space where transgression can operate and new outcomes can
be discovered. Within these heterotopias are rules or guides
that embody the standardisation. Shamans, sovereigns, doctors,
and referees lead you through this Other space quasi-hallucination. These guides or standard-bearers often physically enter
the heterotopia to clarify the rules and make their presence
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known, like hosts on a ‘reality’ TV show. These ‘referees’ maintain a certain order within the disorder, offering a guideline
while being a modern day standard-bearer of the ensign. (If the
old Foucaultian ensign was the king’s face on the coin, today it
is the face of the politician within the pixelated screen.)
Stepping over the newly-formed emergency threshold, MPs
and their advisors visit emergency areas performing the
embodiment of standardised guidelines. Such ‘walk-abouts’
by politicians present a simulation of at once self-dethroning,
becoming part of the normal citizenry, while simultaneously
enacting and displaying their control. These ‘parades’, according
to Foucault /27, reflect the visit of the doctor or nurses’ rounds
within a hospital ward. It is designed to have a calming effect,
a sign of order while simultaneously presenting control and
knowledge, allowing the politician to be viewed as healer or
physician as they examine the flood damages. It is known that
politicians cannot become immediate experts on flooding during a crisis and it is realised that they are relatively ignorant on
the subject, yet due to the symbolic gesture of the ‘examination’
they manage to create an air of reassurance and order by this
very performance. As with reality television, the viewer accepts
the performance and plays along due to the visual language
being used.
The politician re-assigns the costume of the physicians to
themselves to perform the embodiment of the rule of standardisation. The knowledge of med-icine is an understanding of
how to measurer and gauge against a medium level. Giorgio
Agamben talks of the traditional use of the word crisis as,
27

Michael Foucault, Discipline and punish: The Birth of the Prison 		
(Penguin 1991)
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‘…the moment in which the doctor has to judge, to decide if
the patient will die or survive.’ /28 The physician, and now the
politician, holds the power of oversight, of a perceived broader
knowledge often spoken of in secret or muffled voices. Then, in
over simplified language, the patient/subject has the information explained to them in a simple and abridged version. Once
this is projected through the greatest of standardised formats
such as the media, the public is consumed within a natural role,
receiving a presentation of knowledge and believing that power
and control are in the hands of the state.
The normalisation and regulation of emergency creates a situation where the standard is raised. In turn our potential threshold for shock or outrage is lowered. As with the height of the
floodwaters, which became extreme in relation to a standard
(usually set at the mean average), the benchmark in future will
increase, the recent floods having moved the standard measurement upwards to a position of a new standard. As too with
an atmosphere of ‘permanent catastrophe’ /29 it has now become normal to be constantly on the verge of a crisis: National
Terrorism Threat Levels, the introduction of Water Canons
and special legal measures for police and public space. At what
point should it be said that things are not normal?
It is human nature to normalise abnormal situations. It is a way
of coping, of adapting but in these ‘normal emergencies’ responsibility is placed in the hands of the producers of the event:
28

29

Giorgio Agamben, ‘ From the State of Control to a Praxis of
Destitute Power’ February 2014, (ROAR), http://roarmag.		
org/2014/02/agamben-destituent-power-democracy/ Acesssed: 		
14.2.14
See Lieven De Cauter – The Capsular Civilisation: On the City in 		
the Age of Fear, (NAi - 2004 )
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whether ITV producers or the announcement of the COBRA
committee meeting. Both proclaim that “all is under-control!”
as floodwaters spill into more sitting rooms and another celebrity chokes on a Dung beetle. In these moments, the public
places renewed faith in the hands of the state to protect its
citizenry, but in doing so becomes complicit its own control.
An alternative approach to crisis and emergencies might be for
the local population to refuse to ask for state intervention, instead opting for self-organisation or local collective action. The
more reliant the population are on the state for protection, the
increased complicity in its power over them. This is not advocating the ‘Big Society’ but an acknowledgement that, in terms
of climate change, there may become a time in the future when
the state is unable to protect the population.
It is roughly thirteen years since the onset of ‘The War on Terror’. Since then emergency politics has become a vital tool in
contemporary global and national politics. Within this period,
as emergencies have become increasingly normalised, a phrase
first used in the Second World War has become popular in the
general vocabulary. In the age of the Anthropocene will ‘Keep
Calm, and Carry On’ becomes the epitaph of the human race?
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